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For the first time, students and scholars can digitally study any twentieth-century issue of The Times 
Educational Supplement, one of the most well-regarded primary and secondary education news sources. 
Founded in 1910 as a part of the Times of London, the TES became independent at the onset of World War I and 
soon established itself as the leading publication on public education and pedagogical practice, not only in the 
United Kingdom but worldwide. 

The Times Educational Supplement Historical Archive provides a unique teaching and learning resource for 
students to explore the world’s oldest continuous educational publication. Featuring more than 4,300 issues, 
researchers will find ample material in many fields across the humanities and social sciences, including 
education, social history, women’s studies, public health, literature and the arts.
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WHAT MAKES THIS ARCHIVE UNIQUE? 

RARE AND COMPLETE CONTENT
Students and scholars can explore the full, unredacted run of the newspaper up to the year 2000, including the reformation and 
reshaping of educational practices over the course of two world wars, the Cold War, and numerous government reforms.

RELEVANCE TO TODAY’S ISSUES
Through this archive, people can see the development of modern attitudes toward education, the origins of debates that have 
informed contemporary educational practice, and the history and rise of technology, both inside and outside the classroom.

IMPROVED RESEARCH
With Gale Digital Scholar Lab, teachers can create student lessons combining the powerful data computing tools with the content 
to help develop students’ analytical and critical-thinking skills.

IN GREAT COMPANY
This archive joins the robust family of newspaper publications from Gale, including The Times, Financial Times, The Times Literary 
Supplement, and The Sunday Times.

STREAMLINING COLLECTIONS
For institutional customers of the microfilm and print edition of the Times Educational Supplement, this first-ever digital 
publication offers opportunities to reclaim precious library space and, more importantly, increase access to this critical title in the 
history of education.

A MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESOURCE

 ✓ British Studies

 ✓ Gender & Women’s Studies

 ✓ Humanities & Social Sciences

 ✓ Sociology

 ✓ Literature

 ✓ Pedagogical Studies
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